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Free Essays from Bartleby | Animal testing is a controversial topic in today's society, much more than it was 's of years
The ethics of animal testing has always been questioned. Animal testing is necessary for humankind 's overall well.

Many people are oblivious to the appalling occurrences that take place in laboratories involving animal cruelty
on a daily basis. Therefore, they should have the same moral status and deserve equal treatment. In practice,
there has been concern that the Ethical Review Process adds a level of bureaucracy that is not in proportion to
its contribution to improving animal welfare or furthering the 3Rs. These authorities tend to be conservative
and can take many years to write a new technique into their guidelines. By its very nature, it cannot predict
toxicity or side effects that occur at higher therapeutic doses. However, the use of animals in scientific and
medical research has been a subject of heated debate for many years in the UK. Some of the reasons why
people support animal research includes the furthering of human well-being, providing the means â€¦show
more contentâ€¦ Those who are staunchly against the proposition of animal research believe animals should
not be used for testing because there is no species of animal that is identical to humans, and therefore cannot
have reactions identical to those of humans. The American Medical Society endorses allowing testing of all
animals to create new medicine or treatments for humans. However, we look upon past examples of this
behavior as morally condemnable. Although scientists have been using this process for many decades in the
field of medicine, it is still a controversial issue for those who are pro animal experimentation and The
Various Viewpoints On Animal Experimentation 2. Blatant consumerism is fueling animal testing, but should
the market respond? Here are some arguments against animal testing for you to start off: Experiments on
animals are inhumane and cause animal suffering. The principles of replacing, reducing and refining the use of
animals in scientific research are central to UK regulation. This is only a small beginning of what is necessary
to end these immoral acts. You can bet that we double check our essays so you know you will receive original
work every time. The majority of scientists endorse the practice of animal testing. Approximately million
animals are used for testing every year. It is superfluous for innocent animals to undergo chemical testing of
any sort, not only do they suffer, but there are other more humane alternatives to test products. The strongest
pro animal rights answer to this question would be that non-human animals have exactly the same moral status
as humans and are entitled to equal treatment. Essay - Is experimenting on animals cruel and unethical, or is it
a necessary evil. It is also argued that because animals are able to think and possess many of the same
emotional responses as humans it is morally reprehensible to experiment and test animals. Even though vast
studies show that animal experimentation often lacks validity, leading to harmful human reactions, we still
continue to use this method of experimentation, while many other less-expensive and more beneficial
alternatives exist. In reality, animals [mainly cats, dogs, and mice] are the ones that endure experimentation
for the future of mankind. It started out for curiosity reasons; people wanted to learn more about the internal
construction of the body and animals were convenientâ€”more so than humans. Adamoschek Is it cruel to use
Animals to Test Human products? Provide your reader with some definitions and background information for
a better understanding. The moral ethics of animal testing has always been questioned, but many cures and
treatments have been found due to animal testing discoveries.


